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1. Introduction 
Amazonia continues to be developed at a fast pace. Consonant with these changes， knowledge 0日
the region is accumulating rapidly. Students of the wate1'shed a1'e increasingly concerned with the social， 
economical， and ecological outcomes of the developments that range f1'om family fa1'ming to la1'ge 
scale 1'anching， mining， and hydl・oelect1'icp1'ojects. The activities， car・riedout along a numbe1' of fronts 
and often based on inadequately conceived plans 01' on limited su1'veys， have tended to pe1'form below 
expectations. Ag1'iculture， in pa1'ticula1'， has been the focus of much criticism. Farming which led the 
way fo1' subsequent changes， was intended to solve a number of problems fo1' the countries sha1'ing the 
basin. These included the relief of demographic p1'essures in the cente1's of t1'aditional settlement， in-
tegration of weakly cont1'olled po1'tions of the national te1'1'ito1'Y， and inc1'ease in food and五be1'output 
to feed the expanding population and to expo1't the surpluses. The ove1'al results of the ag1'icultural 
secto1' have been disappointing. 
As the fa1'ming projects have been di1'ected to the envi1'onmentally f1'agile inte品uvialrainforests， 
they have led to ecological disruptians， including widesp1'ead defo1'estation and stream siltation. 
The activities， carried out without conce1'ns to abo1'iginal inhabitants， have se1'ved to eithe1' demise them 
as a result of mist1'eatment and sp1'ead of diseases， or to displace them from thei1' homelands. 1n a simila1' 
way， the colonization projects devised to grant adequate fa1'mlands to the landless and small owners 
from the regions of dense settlement， have not been able to 品目1the stated social objectives. 1n the ab-
sence of effective safeguards to protect farms from consolidation， accumulation of land in the hands 
of a minori ty has been unavoidable. After a period of 10 to 15 years， colonists' lots have been incor-
porated into the holdings of successful settlers 01' those of investors. Governmental goals of increasing 
food and fiber products from the newly occupied po1'tions have not been attained either. As Shuurman 
(1979， 37-40) points out， co10nists have no1'mally adopted a strategy known as“peasant economy，" 
whe1'e fa1'me1's tend to五rstmeet thei1' subsistence needs and participate in the ma1'ket economy only 
ma1'ginal1y. A mo1'e impo1'tant 1'eason fo1' the limited success of agricultural programs in Amazonia， 
is the poo1' choice of c1'ops and agricultural systems. Emphasis on cereals， beef， and exportable com-
modities like co百eeand cacao， associated with p1'oduction techniques modelled after those of de-
veloped economies and ill-suited to the 1'egion have been responsible fo1' the poor performances. There-
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fore， the 1ack o[ success"・.. of the bu1k o[ Amazonian development pr吋ectsunderscores the necessity 
for radiacallv di百erentstrategies if development is to be humaneフpl噌oductive，and eco1ogically sound" 
(Posey 1984，96). 
Increasing1y， scho1ars of Amazonia are turning their attention to 10cally-devised 1ive1ihood systems 
in solving some of the agricu1tura1 prob1ems. lndigenous subsistence techniques， adapted to suit 10cal 
environmenta1 conditions and refined over the centuries， have been ab1e to meet the peop1e's dietary 
requirements on a sustained basis， whi1e causing minirna1 adverse e百ectsto the region's ecosystems. 
The basin， covering an area o[ over 6.0 million square ki1ometers， ischaracterized by great biotic and 
edaphic diversity (Denevan 1970; Campbell 1984; l¥Ileggers 1983). Recognizi時・ theeco1ogica1 di百e1'-
ences， aborigina1 inhabitants deve10ped resource management methods appropriate to each area. Recent 
attempts involve the possibilities of adopting traditiona1 subsistence techniques to satisfy modern food 
needs. Research of aborigina1 farming techniques has been pursued a10ng severa1 lines (Denevan 1971， 
1982; Geertz 1963; Harris 1971; Hiraoka 1982; Nations and Nigh 1980; Posey 1982， 1983; Smo1e 1976). 
However， the studies to date have emphasized the farming practiced on the inter丘uvialforest1ands. An 
aspect that may en1'ich the rapid1y increasing 1iterature on the subject is the study o[ traditiona1 1iveli-
hood 勾引emson the floodp1ains. A sta1't has been made， but the coverage is stil incomp1ete to provide 
a basin-wide picture (Bergman 1980， Denevan 1982; Hiraoka 1985; Stocks 1981). 
A1though the alluvia1 bottom1ands occupy on1y two percent of Amazonia， approximately 120，000 
km2， they are endowed with one of the richest edaphic bases within the watershed. As such， the riparian 
zone has traditionally been the sites of densest sett1ement. The potentia1s of the zone have begun to be 
re引ぼ1uatedin view of the fai1ure of inter白uvia1agricu1tura1 projects. For example， Brazil has embarked 
on a new p1'ogram to develop the floodp1ains with the PROVALE Project (Junk 1984，91). Simi1arly， 
the Instituto de Investigaciones de 1a Amazonia Perωna (IIAP)， has begun feasibi1ity studies to better 
uti1ize the bottom1ands along the Amazon， Ucaya1i， and Huallaga rivers. As governments attempt to 
open the自uviati1ezone for 1arge scale deve1opments， there is an urgent need to accumu1ate resource 
management data， including existing economic systems， so that planners equipped with a choice of 
alternatives can avoid costly socia1， economical， and ecologica1 errors taking place on the up1and forests. 
The purpose of this paper is to relate the 1ivelihood activities of floodp1ain inhabitants in the north-
east Peruvian Amazon. Specifically， the paper attempts to: (a) outline the principal techniques of ri司
parian subsistence; (b) explain the adaptive responses developed by the i凶 abita凶 sto externally-gener-
ated processes fo1' changes; and (c) discuss the possib1e 1'oles of cu1'1'ent riparian 1ivelihood patterns for 
regiona1 rura1 development. 
The cur唱rentfloodp1ain residents of the Peruvian Amazon， collective1y called riberenos， consist of 
accu1turated Indians of various 1inguistic groups and mestizos. The ribereno subsistence techniques are 
deemed appropriate fo1' regiona1 development pu1'poses because: (a) many traditiona1 features of re-
source management a1'e stil practiced by the 1'iverine peop1e， despite their extended and regular contacts 
with the outside society and economy; aば (b)as participants in the inter and intraregiona1 markets， 
ribereno 1ivelihood S)悦 emscan be more easi1y adapted to a cash-oriented economy than those of 1ess 
acculturated groups. 
Fie1d data is based on information gathered from the caserio or hamlet of San J or宮e，10cated on the 
floodp1ain of the Amazon 60 ki10meters upriver and south of Iquitos (Figure 1). The caserio consists of 
34 househo1ds， with a popu1ation of 250. The caserIo has a nucleus around a soccer fie1d. The grade 
school， chape1， two gen町 a1stores， and dwellings are found wrrounding the opeh ground. The 
remaining houses are scattered a10ng the river， forming a loose1y-knit line settlement. The se1ection 
of the caserIo was made accordi時 tothree criteria: (a) location on the floodplain， (b) subsistence prac-
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tices representative of the region， and (c) dista恥 e仕omIquitos. 
11. The Floodplain 
I-l. Flood戸lainLanのもnns
The study area is characterized by t，'o types of landforms: the floodplain of the Amazon， and the 
interfluvial uplands that rim both sides of the valley. The latter， locally termed altura， ispart of the ex-
tensive Tertiary uplands that dominate over much of ¥へTesternAmazon. Rising between 20 and 40 meters 
above the mean level of the river， the 
diおssection.The r、a幻infores幻t但-covereds乱ur[;臼ace1おsdeepl片下yinciおsedby a dense netれwへV、vorkof str‘ea白mlet匂:scalled 
q伊uebr叩αd白asふ.Swidden farming is practiced on the deeply weathered but nutrient poor soils. The term bajo 
is applied to the low-lying， poorly句drained，alluvium-filled terrain formed and drained by the Amazon 
Fig. 2. Main biotopes of San Jorge. 
(Servicio Aerofotografico Naciona1， Airphoto No. 214--21与72，Ju1y 21， 1972) 
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River. The floodplain in the Iquitos area varies between 15 and 25 kilometers in width， and it is made 
up essentially by alluvial materials transported during the Quaternary period from the Andean mOUIト
tains to the west (Figure 1). 
The floodplain is distinguished by a number of landforms. Having a gradient of only 0.045 meter 
per kilometer， the Amazon meanders back and forth within the broad valley. As it swings， the river 
deposits and sculpts its sediments， creating a variety of landforms. The most conspicuous relief features 
within the bottomland are the depositianal landforms represented by levees and islands. The natural 
levees locally called restingas form the highest ter1'ain and they occur at various angles to the main channel. 
Although the restingas are only 40-80 meters wide， they may extend [or seve1'al kiloneters. As some of 
the levees， especially the 1'elict ones， 1'emain above wate1' during the flood season， they have become the 
p1'efe1'1'ed sites fo1' settlement and c1'opland location. Alternating deposits of sand and silt on shallower 
portions of the channels often lead to the development of islands. If water dynamics 1'emain constant 
over a number of years， vegetation colonizes the island and helps anchor the alluvial matter. Insular 
terrain is not stable over an extencled time period ancl it is normally submergecl underwater du1'ing the 
high water season， but the high fertility of its soils always attracts the neighboring riberenos who use 
it fo1' farming and settlement sites. The flooclplain lanclforms include the oxbow lakes (cochas)， back-
swamps (tahuamtas)， palm swamps (aguajales)， side channels (canos)， 1'avines draining the backswamps 
( quebradas )， ancl the ma幻incha如nnel(bωr問，αzoT戸rzn仇Cl"争pαalり).Although not important as 1'esiclential or ag1'icultural 
areas， the aquatic environments play a signi白cantrole in the economy of the ribe1'enos as fishingフgathe1'-
ing， and logging si tes (Figure 2). 
II-2. Climate 
An equatorial 1'ainfo1'est c1imate typi自由 thestudy area. Iquitos 1'eceives an ave1'age of 2，800 milli-
meters of 1'ains per year. Precipitation occurs th1'oughout the yea1' and monthly means exceed 260 miliω 
meters， except fo1' the months of July th1'ough Septembe1'， when less than 170 millimeters are 1'eceived 
(ONERN 1976， Anexo p. 37). This rainfall decline is reflectecl in the behavio1' of some decicluous species. 
Plants like zatote (Quarar伽 αcordata)，quillo sisa (Palicourea macrobotワs))ubilla (Pourouma cecrotiaφlia) 
and guaba (Ingαedulis) lose thei1' leaves during a short pe1'iod to 1'etu1'n with a clisplay of flowe1's in early 
Octobe1'， when precipitation begins to inc1'ease again. Despite its location nea1' the equato1'， tempe1'atu1'es 
show some va1'iation du1'ing the course of a yea1' (Figu1'e 3). Ave1'age mean tempe1'atu1'e oscillates a1'ound 
26.30C， but du1'ing the sho1't d1'Y season， c10ud cove1' lessens and the monthly ave1'ages rise to ove1' 27.0oC 
(ONERN 1976， Anexo p. 13). Between the months of Septembe1' and November， daytime temperatu1'es 
may 1'ise to 350C even in the shade. On such occasions， 1'iberenos reti1'e f1'om the mo1'e a1'duous fa1'ming 
activities to switch to五shing01' household cho1'es. The local p1'ecipitation patte1'ns， however， is of mino1' 
signi五canceto the自ooddynamics since the rise and ebb of the water is influencecl la1'gely by the 1'ainfall 
1'egimes in the heaclwate1' a1'eas of the Maranon and its tributa1'Y st1'eams. 
II-3. 均!drodynamics
Fo1' the riparian inhabitants， nothing is more impo1'tant than the yearly oscillation of the water level. 
The annual flooding and ebbing of the 1'ive1' not only build and modify the landscapes， but they touch 
almost every aspect of the floodplain biotic worlcl as well. For example， the breeding ancl migration 
of五sh，hunting of animals， ext1'action of commercia1 ancl const1'uction 10gs， and timing of agricultural 
activities are al influenced by the annual oscillations of 1'iver level. 
Flooding in No1'theast Pe1'u begins in late Janua1'Y 01' early Feb1'uary. The onset of the season is 
visible on the banks， not only by the gradual rise of the rive1' level， but also in the water color， and the 
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amount of日oatingdebr台.At五rstthe river seems to hesitate， as its level fluctuates upward and down-
ward. As the water volume increases， the low-lying surfaces are inundated and the water penetrates 
inland. The seed and fruit eating characins begin to enter the tahuampas and cochas， while others follow 
in search of preys and breeding grounds. As land areas decrease， 1'iberenos prepa1'e fo1' the long “winter" 
by h旬、vestingthe last grains， and by digging・a凶 processi時 thema凶ocfor在our(Figure 4). The 出rer
crests i1. mid-May. By then， except the highest levees， al the自oodplai1.is under water. 01. the islands， 
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Fig. 4. Farina-making. Manioc begins to be processed into flour in early Feb-
ruary when rising water gradually submerges the low levees. The farina 
constitutes the main flood season stapJe for those wi thout access to restingas 
altas. 
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fie1ds are 1.0 to 2.0 meters be10w the surface， and water自owsfree1y under the sti1ted dwellings and the 
丑oodforest.As the floods connect with the tahuampas and cover the low levees， penetration into the 
丑oodfore'3tis faci1itated. Riberenos seize the opportunity to float the commercially va1uab1e logs and 
construction materials. Hunting is a1so done at this time. As the rising water reduces the habitat of 
land anima1s， they tend to gather on the [ew remaining strips o[ land eaung thei1' harvest. Flood forest 
activities， howeve1'， are not dependable because of conside1'able variability in the crest heights. The 
average yearly range in water leve1 is 8.5 meters， but differences of 4.0 meters may be registered between 
one year and the other. Another feature o[ relevance to the riparian inhabitants is the flood duration. 
Experience dictates that the low levees are flood f1'ee fo1' an ave1'age of seven months. Consequently， 
semi-perennia1s like manioc， and two plantings o[ cereals like rice and maize are conducted on the 
restingas. These c1'ops are 10st in the event the water begins to 1'ise earlie1' than normal ye'a1's. Food 
supply auring the high wate1' season also becomes critica1 if the flood is unusually long. This is especially 
true when the previous ag1'icu1tura1 season was already short. In order・toregulate food p1'oduction， 
the loca1 people attempt to p1'edict the onset， aswell as the duration of the inundation period by ~eeking 
tellta1e signs in natu1'e. Fo1' example， the migration o[ a catfish， manIlo内 issupposed to presage the begin鴫
ning o[ the floods， whi1e the height of churo (snai1) eggs， deposited on tree trunks， provides clues to the 
expected flood 1evels (Figure 3). 
In cont1'ast to the g1'adua1 rise， the ebb of the Amazon is swift. A1though the su1'[ace reaches its 
lowest point in early September， most o[ the water is 10st by 1ate Ju1y. As the river 1eve1 declines， the 
low-1ying gr‘ouncls are progressively d1'ainecl ancl once again the backswamps and the oxbow 1akes be-
come isolated fr・omthe main channel. Concurrently， with the rapicl emergence of bottomlancls， the 
riberenos begin 1:0 p1ant. 
II-4. めdrochemi均 )ond Soils 
lvluch o[ the Amazon water ancl the secliments it car1'ies in solution and suspension originate in 
the Anclean ranges and their foothills. The turbid， mi1k-tea colorecl water， common1y designated as 
"whitewater，" clerives its characteristic property in the heaclwater portions. As the Mara白onancl its 
main tributaries carry the weathe1'ecl ancl erocled mate1'ia1s from the geo1ogically young 1'ocks， like lime-
stone and shale， and clescencl the steep eastern slopes， their becl10ads a1'e sorted ancl the 白ne1'particles 
a1'e clisso1vecl or car司1'ieclin suspension. As the rivers flow through the clense tropica1 forests， organic ma-
te1'ia1s are also incorporated into the water. The sediments are rich in plant nut1'ients like calcium， 
potassium， magnesium， iron， ancl trace elements， as well as clissolvecl mine1'als (Table 1). In spite of 
consiclerable clilution by organic acicls emanating fi'om the seh叫 thewate1' pH in the Iquitos a1'ea is 
stil ove1' 7.0 (Swabey 1959， pp. 44-47). 
The mine1'a1 rich mixture is depositecl on the baja during the annual floods. Seclimentation begins 
once the 1'ive1' overflows the restingas ancl penet1'ates inlancl. Deposition is thickest nea1' the main channel 
and dec1'eases away f1'om it， as the wate1' speecl decreases. Most minera1s are cl1'oppecl within a clistance 
of 300 meters f1'om the sho1'es. Accumulation a1so results on channel sites with slow water speecl， such 
as the inner bends of meande1's， toform sand ancl mucl banks. Is1ancls are for・medwhen cleposition occurs 
in mid-channel. Depending on 10cation， deposits o[ up to 1.5 meters may 1'esult合oma sing1e flood season. 
Humans also aid in the process o[ cleposition. In clea1'ing the flood forest， ribe1'enos often 1eave a woocl 
belt of 10 and 20 meters a10ng the sho1'e to 1'educe water speecl and hasten siltation. On the is1ands， grass 
and weeds a1'e clea1'ed once the water begins to 1'ise， but care is taken to 1eave 30-40 centimeter stems 
to induce sedimentation. 
Floodplain soils have been known for their high p1'oductivity. The excellent potentia1s o[ the eda-
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Table 1. ¥'¥fater Chemistry of the Amazon ancl Nanay Rivers， Iquitos. 
Charact白色tics Amazon (whitewater) Nanay (black water) 
Alkalinity， P 
Alkalinity， MO 
Cl 
Color， units 
CO2， free 
Dissolved oxygen 
Harclness， total (as CaC03) 
Hardness， Ca (as CaC03) 
Harclness， Mg (as CaC03) 
Ca 
Mg 
NH3_N 
N02_N 
N03_N 
pH， units 
PO.1 
Si02 
S04 
Temp・， OC
Transparency， cm 
Turbiclity 
BOD，200C 
Source: Swabey (1959: 47). 
0.00 
62.60 
12.90 
25.00 
6.50 
5.84 
73.00 
57.00 
16.00 
22.80 
3.89 
0.057 
0.004 
0.039 
7.20 
0.101 
9.74 
14-.1 
29.0 
33.0 
155.6 
0.90 
0.00 
4.20 
1.60 
30.0。
6.4-1 
3.00 
1.00 
2.00 
0.40 
0.49 
0.004 
0.001 
0.008 
5.20 
0.019 
6.54 
20.16 
28.5 
46.0 
62.3 
1.12 
Table 2. Soil Test Data of Floodplain Soils， San Jorge， Northeast Peru. 
Depth 日pH20 Organic C N A1 Ca Fe K Mg Na 
Location 
(cm) (H20) 五 mg/l 
Res tinga AI ta 
2 year-old plantain五eld 15 5.3 0.47 0.05 6.3 0.3 3.8 1.6 0.5 1.4 
6 year-old purma 15 5.1 0.65 0.07 0.6 0.2 0.3 1.0 0.1 1.6 
Restinga B吋a 15 8.0 0.96 0.05 0.0 62.3 0.0 2.2 4.9 2.5 
Barreal 15 8.0 0.92 0.03 0.0 50.7 0.0 2.8 4.3 3.7 
Playa 15 8.2 0.15 0.01 0.2 24.7 0.2 1.8 1.9 2.5 
P 
0.2 
0.0 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
Si 
14.2 
6.5 
3.0 
3.8 
3.8 
phic base results from two factors. As is commonly known， the annua1 siltation by the rising water serves 
to replenish the soils with clayey minerals rich in salts. The high base content of the water is seen by 
the electrical conductivity that reaches 60-70μS cm-1j20oC. The soil pH of annually flooded levees 
and islands， reflecting the characteristics of water-borne materials， ison the basic side (Swabey 1959， 
44-47; Junk 1984 56-57; Nicho1aides， et. al. 1983， 108-110) (Tab1e 2). The base-rich floodplain 
soils have high cation exchange capacities and favor the development of expanding 1attice clays 1ike 
montmorillonite， even uncler conditions of low organic matter supply. These clays arとableto ho1cl 
1arge amounts of water and this water is releasecl graclually to the plants cluring dry spells. The com-
bination of high mineral salt content and favorable chemical and physical properties in the soils enables 
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the riparian inhabitants to annually cultivate fertility-demanding cer‘eals and vegetables on a continuous 
basis (Roosevelt 1980， 115-116). 
Crop cultivation is further assisted by year-round ¥'varmth and relatively well-distributed precipi鴫
tatlOn. 
Soils on the floodplain， however， are not of uniform ferti1ity. Moistur‘e retention capacities and 
nutrient content vary widely. On relict 1evees not subject to yearly flooding， base materia1s tend to de-
cline whenever agricu叫lltu山1刀1陀 iおsp戸r悶帽a舵cticαe町dc∞O凶 n1.∞山1)うy(Tab1e 2). Here， the processes of 1eachi時 and 
erosion return part of the minerals to the river in the form of organic detritus， tree trunks and branches， 
and dissolved organic matter (J unk 1983， 88). On the sand and mud banks and on the is1and， edaphic 
characteristics vary from place to place， and frorn one year to the other， reflecting the annual water 
dynamics. Consequently， the same agricu1tura1 resource base cannot be expected every year. Another 
feature of soils on the floodplain is their impermanence. Islands and restingas， formed by白nesi1t， change 
as the channels shift. Therefore， farm1and 10ss is frequent due to the processes of undermining and slump-
mg. 
II-5. FlooゆlainVegetation 
Reflecting the varied drainage conditions， the臼oodplainforests in Northeast Peru show some areal 
dive凶 ty.Four forest types can be disti時~uished ， of which th陀 eare found on the inundation zone: (a) 
aguajal-palm forest dominated by stands of j¥1auritia .sexuosa and growing on swamps awaγfrom the 
river's edge; (b) tahuamμ-forest standing on permanently inundated swamps and recelvmg nutrients 
during the annual floods; (c) restinga baja-seasonallぅl-floodedforest; and (d) restinga alta-for百 tnot 
subject to yearly submergence， except the highest司oocls.F100clp1ain forests usually do not possess trees 
as variecl and as tal as those of the altura. Among the flooclplain forests， the restinga baja and restinga 
alta vegetation have been the sites of greatest changes， since most of the farming and extraction of fruit， 
seeds， resins， ancl 106s have occurred there. 
III. The Riberenos 
Consiclerab1e clemographic shifting ancl miscegenation have occurrecl in the northeast Peruvian 
Amazon since the :::ixteenth century. 
During the co1onia1 p目、iocl，slave raiding expeclitions， cliseases， ancl missionizing activities a1tered 
the aboriginal population on the臼ooclp1ains.By the micl-nineteenth century， the riparian zone between 
Nauta ancl Iquitos， i.e.， between the confluence of the Maranon ancl Ucaya1i rivers and Iquitos， a stretch 
of about 150 kilometers was inhabited by 1ess than 3，000 peop1e， inclucling natives and mestizos (Herndon 
1952， pp. 109-110， 129-132; Smyth-Lowe 1836， pp. 258-262). I¥1ajor migrations into the area began 
in the 1880's， following the onset of the rubber boom. The need for workers to tap the latex from the 
floodp1ain forests led to the inflow of people from distant p1aces. 
Exp1oitation bases callecl fundos gomeros were established a10ng the Amazon and its tributaries by 
Europeans， Brazi1ians， and especially Peruvians from the clepartment of San Martin， located on the 
high selva of the Eastern Andes. Financed by traclers in Iquitos， the tatrones or rubber bosses canvassed 
the r七，erinezones for gatherers. The Cocama， Cocamilla， and J eber‘o Indians， inhabiting large villages 
a10ng the Ucayali， Huallaga， and Maranon rivers were captured or incluced to migrate through advances 
of money ancl manufactured goods (Chaumeil 1981， pp. 49-55; San Roman 1975， pp. 125-146; Stocks 
1981， pp. 85-94). Severa1 fundos gomeros were established in the study a陀 aフi山 1udingSan J orge and 
Centro America. Following the collapse of the Hevea boom， a number of exp10itive cycles based 0孔
other floodplain products like tagua nuts (Phytelψhas macrocaψα人cum
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and cabinet woods 1ike mahogany and cedar followed. 1n order to keep the scarce workers on the fundos， 
the operators resorted to socioeconomic practices experimented elsewhere in Latin America， i.e.， the 
debt罰peonageand comtadrazco systems. Through advances of money and goods， especially the sugar 
cane distillate aguardiente， or through五ctitioussocia1 ties， the natives were he1d in the fundos (San Ro帽
man 1975， 167-175). Some fundos， 1ike the one operated by the famed Casa Arana of 1quitos， held as 
many as 12，000 aborigines at a time. Those at the study area were modest in size， with no more than 
150-200 individua1s each. The demise of the fundos began in the 1950's. A series of changes， including 
the substitution of vegetab1e ivory by synthetics， exhaustion of easi1y extracted timber stands， or contr叫
of fur trade， made the exp10itive ventures increasing1y di自cu1tand uneconomical. Operators began to 
seek a1ternate opportunities in the city of 1quitos. The final b10w was dea1t by the agrarian reform 1aw 
of 1969， when properties were either expropriated 01' transferred to the workers. Thus， many former 
fundos were transformed into present-day caserIos. 
Live1ihood in the fundos was carried out by the natives themse1ves. As the gathering activities were 
not too time聞demanding，workers founcl sufficient time to produce their subsistence needs on p10ts allocatecl 
by the owners. Crops were grown with techniques familiar to the aborigines. Cultura1 elements like 
1anguage， clietary techniques， and ora1 traclitions were a1so cli百useclby the workers brought from heacl-
water regions. Since most of the inhabitants had come from cu1turally similar areas in the Upper Amazon， 
evo1ving communities showecl many simi1arities. Communal iclentity came to be reinforcecl through 
increasing intra-village marriages ancl 1imited migrations. 
IV. Ribereno Livelihood 
Ribere色osubsistence has been basecl on far令ming，五shing，hunting， and gathering of forest proclucts. 
The acquisition of sustenance needs has clepended on the fami1iarity of the flooclp1ain biotopes ancl 
the integrated management of the flooclplain resources. 1n the stucly area， the inhabitants clistinguish 
a tota1 of 14 biotopes (Tab1e 3). Farming is practicecl on six biotopes， asfollows: (a) 間 t17 ψ伊 lba.のザjα 一 10w 
natura1 1加e引肝V刊reωe岱s;(ゆ例b同)b α r仰，
de iむslμα一 e以ω側X刻刈t白;冷e口I凶1首Slれvemucl banks of r、芯羽e侃cent向:l勾i片うyem工ne位rgecl，10w-1片刷y刊Fイingi凶slandむS;パ(作例e吋)pμJのω一 i凶n凶S制叫u1arsancl banks; 
and (f) restinga (山a-topsof high levees not subject to floocli時・ Allthe agric山 uralbiotopes are subject 
to annua1 inunclation， except the restinga a1ta. 
Two agricu1tura1 systems are practiced within the floodp1ain. A seasona1 agricu1ture based on the 
cultivation of annuals characterizes the floocl-prone biotopes， while a short-fallow swiclclen with semi咽
perennia1s to perennia1s is carried out on the restinga a1ta. The flooclp1ain biotopes are clistributed along 
a slight vertical graclient. Subsistence on the bottomlancls clepends on the recognition of the biotope 
Landforms Biotpes 
Natural Levee 
Restinga Alta 
Table 3. Ribereno Biotopes and Their Uses. 
Characteris tics Products Remarks 
Top of highest levee， Manioc， plantains， Year round 
not subject to inunda- banana， taro， yam， cultivation; settlement 
tion; sandy to silt-loam maize， sweet potato， site; house garden 
soils; swidden 
practiced 
peach palm， and frui t 
trees like papaya， pine-
apple， caimito， guaba， 
ubilla， macambo， 
zapote， umari， co百ee，
tea 
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Resti時 aBaja Top of levee subject to Manioc， plantain， Flood free up to nine 
inundation; sandy to breadfrui t， sugar cane， months; settlement site 
sil t‘loam soils mamey， taperiba， rice， if restinga al ta 
maize， peanut， pole unavailable; house 
beans， n1elons， some gardeロ
vegetables 
Barreal de Orilla AI to Upper foreslope of ]¥vfaize， manioc， Flood free up to nine 
levee; annual inunda- cowpea， peanuts months 
tion; sandy to silt-Ioam 
soils 
BarrealjPlaya de Lower foreslope of Rice， cowpea Flood-free les than seven 
Orilla Bajo levee; annual inunda舗 months 
tion; mud and sand bars 
with sandy-silt loam soils 
BarrizaljBajial Alto Upper backslope of Rice， n1aize， cowpea， Flood-free up to nine 
levee; annual inunda- peanuts， vegetables like months 
tion; loam-clay loam 司id叶ce，tomato， 
soils caihua 
BarrizaljBajial Bajo Lower backslope of Pole bεans， cowpea Flood開freeles than 
levee; annual inuncla- cucumbers， rice seven months 
tion; loam-clay loam soils 
Mid-channel 
Bar (Isla) Mud bar of emerging Rice Flood-free les than six 
Barreal de 1sla island; annually inunda- months 
tecl; sandy loam-silt 
loam soils 
Playa Sandbar of emerging Cowpea Flood-free less than six 
island; annually inund- months 
ated; sandy soils 
Backswamps and Lakes 
Aguajal Shallow swamp; aguaje Aguaje fruit and suri 
palms dominate extractlOn 
Cocha lvfeander cut off; Fish， aquatic birds， 1mportant hunting and 
stancling water bodies and animals like 五shinggrounds 
of varying size and capybara and cayman 
depth; connected to caught 
the river during annual 
floods 
Tahuampa Bad王swampsformed on Fish， animals， com-
depressions between mercial timber， and 
levees; mostly forest construction materials 
covered; river water 
penetrates during annual 
flooding 
River 
Rio， Cano， Quebrada Main avenues of Fish Year-round exploitation 
navigation and fishing 
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di妊:erencesresulting from vertical displacements and their use in an integrated fashion. The naming 
of biotopes reflects this envir・onmentalfamiliarity. As can be seen from Table 3， the average useable 
period of the agricultural biotopes varies from 5 months for the bar児 a1and playas to 12 months for the 
restinga alta. Since most crops， excepting rice and some varieties of plantains， do not to1erate water-
10gged conditions， 1and use is large1y determined by the length of flood心令eeday弘
The restinga baja is the五rstbiotope to appear a丘町、 thefloods. Since it has the longest growing 
season， crops 1ike rice， maize， peanutsフ manioc，bananas， and plantains are planted. Harvest of semi-
perennials 1ike bananas， plan tainsフandmanioc has been uncertain， especially in recent years with the 
increase in the num.ber of high floods， but riberenos annually plant them hoping that a number of 10w 
自oods¥へrilfollow.l} Planting on the restinga baja is discriminated by micro-terrain di百erences.Bananas， 
sugar cane， and bread fruit are placed on the highest portions. lvianioc， peanuts， and rice fo11ow in de-
scending order of e1evation. If annuals are planted initia11y， double cropping is attempted 0ηsonie re-
stingas. Rice or maize ¥へrilinvariably be the second Cl・op，but their harvests are often 10st as the reaping 
season coincides with rising water. 
The barreales de orilla and barriza1es appear next. These biotopes， covering a vertical span of 8-
10 metersフshowa mixed 1and use. Maize and peanuts are raised on higher portions， while rice and cow-
peas are p1anted on 10we1' slopes. The barrizales with heavier soi1s are often preferred for vegetab1e cuト
tivation. Aji dulce， caihua， and tomatoes yielding over an extended period are I主lacedon higher slopes， 
while rapidly maturing or short-ぅrieldingspecies 1ike beans and cucumbers are found on lower slopes. 
Playas and barreales are the 10west of the biotopes， along ¥^"ith the lower slopes of barreales de orilla 
and barriza1es. Since these biatopes are dry fo1' 1ess than 180 d的引 quick-maturingcrops 1ike melons， 
watermelons， and cowpeas， or i，vater tolerant rice are selected. 
IV-1. Flood Zone Farming 
i. Fanning Techniques 
The agricultural season in the inundation zone begins soon after the river crests in mid-May. As 
the water level begins to lower rapidly， riberenos begin to prepare the seecls， ancl planting starts once 
the biotopes appear in early June. Two factors prompt the rush of activities: the 1imited growing season， 
and the scarcity of foocl following a long flood period. 
As most of the biotopes on the flooclecl area are exposed ¥.vithin a period of 25-30 clays， activities 
associated with planting have to be done rapidly. Riberenos at the study area possess fie1ds on at least 
three di百erentbiotopes. An average of 3.2 plots were held in the inundation zone by the 34 San Jorge 
househo1ds. Each househo1cl also held an average of 5.4 plots on the restinga alta. The management 
of so many holclings on spatially separated locations requires a cletailecl schecluling of claily activities. 
This is especiallγtrue during the planting season， when other chores like fishing， and gathering of palm 
fruits are carried out in other biotopes. Seeds are either broadcast， or planted with cligging sticks. Rice， 
for example， iおsbro凶adcastoveぽrthe s幻凶ti出1s叩ogg釘下γrbarrea叫1Sl山1刀rf:白acesso∞on af玩te白r、t出hewa拭te訂rhas r‘etr詑7冷ea以te吋d.Other 
seed crops， e.g.， maize， beans， and peanuts are droppecl into shallow holes made with digging sticks. 
Vegetative1y reproducing items like manioc and p1antains are p1anted by burying the sta1ks by means 
of 1arge cligging p01es or machetes. Although some intercropping can occur， the trend in the bottom-
1ands is to raise crops on a monocu1tura1 fashion. These h01clings range between 0.3-1.2 ha in size， the 
on1y exceptions being the rice五e1dson the barreales. Here， farms are 1arger and average 2.3 ha. Little 
care is given to the p1ants once they are sown. Weeding is carried out between 25-35 days of p1anting. 
This activity is time-consuming on the restingas bajas. Here， 1‘ank grass and weeds are cut 1eaving a 
portion of the stalks for increasing sedimentation. The clearing is done prior to the onset of the floods 
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Table 4. Floodplain Crop Yields. 
(met巾
Crops Location Yield per Hectare 
??????? ? ? ?
?、?
??
? ?
?
?
???
??????
、???
??
??????
? ?
、
?
、?、ー、
? ??
?
?
?
??
???
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
3.0-4.5 
2.0-2.5 
0.5-1.0 
1.5-2.5 
0.6-0.9 
0.9-1.0 
0.5-0.7 
Rice (husked) 
Maize 
1¥1anioc Restinga Baja 7.5-12.0 
Restinga Alta (original planting and cutipa) 6.0-13.0 
in Januarγor Feb1'ua1'Y. The vegetation is cove1'ed ove1' by the sediments， but as the 1'oots 1'emain alive， 
they begin to compete with the cultigens once the wate1' subsides. 
Harvests begin in late August. G1'een beans and maize are 1'eady fo1' picking afte1' 70-75 days of 
sowing. These are followed by squashes， melons， 1'ice， and peanut in Septembe1' and Octobe1'. Some 
crops continue to be reaped until early February， when the五eldsare again covered bγwater. The last 
harvested items a1'e those from double-cropped fields， and manioc. A long ha1'vest season is possible 
through multi田speciationand multi-variety seed selection. Strategies like these have been developed 
by the 1'ibe1'enos to p1'ovide them with dietary va1'iation， nutritional satisfaction， extended ha1'vests， 
and labor distribution over an extended pe1'iod. Anothe1' important aspect is the natu1'e of food produc-
tion. Although ca1'bohydrate supply is an impo1'tant function of the flooded zone， a more signi五cant
role is the p1'oduction of sto1'able cereals. Yuca or sweet manioc f1'om the 1'estinga baja is converted into 
fm柄引 nlanlOc自ou1'， in late Februa1'Y and March. This ca1'bohydrate-1'ich flour se1'ves as the main staple 
commodity during the long 自oodand post両日oodseason， but it must be supplemented by more nutrト
tious food items. J¥1aize and beans， are grown primarily as complements to the fari白鳥 tosupply pa1't 
of the de五cientamino acids and vegetable fats. More recentl)らricecultivation has become a prominent 
item， but its cultivation is primarily as a source of cash income. Although farming can be practiced onlγ 
on a seasonal basis on the inundation zone， the main attraction is the possibility of obtaining high yields 
(Table 4). 
i. Land Preparation 
Farm plots on the 1'estingas bajas and tahuampas are opened by clea1'ing the forest cover. Flood 
fo1'ests a1'e not as dense no1' as high as their counte1'pa1'ts in the uplands. Afte1' a suitable site has been 
found along the 1'ive1'， the五1'sttask consists in defo1'esting it. Clea1'ing is normallγdone between August 
and October， when the busy planting activities are over， and after the forest floor has d1'ied. If possible， 
mingas 01' communal exchange labo1' pa1'ties a1'e fo1'med to 1'emove the unde1'g1'owth and to cut the t1'ees. 
The tasks 1'equi1'e an ave1'age of 57 days of labo1' pe1' hecta1'e. The fallen vegetation is left to d1'γfo1' about 
a month before burning it. C1'ops a1'e sown immediately afte1' burning， if they a1'e to be harvested prio1' 
to the onset of the floods. Once opened，五eldscan be planted on a continuous basis， but the common 
patte1'n is to abandon afte1' two 01' th1'ee yea1's because of ext1'eme di伍cultyin weed cont1'Ol. Since large 
labor inputs a1'e 1'equi1'ed fo1' defo1'estation and 1'ank g1'owth cont1'ol of 1'esti時 asb吋as，the 1'iberenos 
of SanJorge prefer to use the barreales and playas for cultivation (Figu1'e 5). 
Barreales and playas in the mid-channel a1'e the prefe1'red ribe1'eno ag1'icultu1'al sites. New islands， 
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Fig. 5. Rice on restinga baja. As the main cash crop， rice in the floodplain is 
sown on the most fertile soils. 
aside台ombirds and small insects， are free of rodents that cause much crop destruction. 1n addition， 
the floods that annually deposit plant nutrients also control part of the insect pests and the plant path-
ogens. Most important， however， isthe limited labor required in land preparation (Higbee 1945， 409-
410). As plant colonization of playas and barreales is stil in the initial stages， the only flora to be con哨
trolled are grasses like gramalotes (Pas_μlum re戸ens人andwild canes (G)iJ1erium sagitatum). These are clea印 d
with machetes at the beginning of the丑ood，so that fields emerge free of weeds when the water ebbs. 
Since gramalote and cana brava removal are the only activities needed for白eldpreparation， the demand 
for insular biotopes is high. However， the number of islands and their area are limited. This leads to 
frequent conflicts among the residents. At San Jorge， less than 25 percent of the inhabitants have access 
to the insular biotopes. 
1V-2. Restinga Alta Farming 
The restinga alta is the only floodplain biotope where agriculture is carried out on a year round 
basis. Occupying the highest portions of natural levees， the biotope is rarely covered by water. Since 
rejuvenation of plant nutr司ientsdoes not occur periodically， cropping is not viable on a continuous basis. 
A short fallow swidden is practiced as an adaptive response to. the environment. Unlike the inundation 
zone， where monocultural stands are increasing， a polycultural， polyvar‘ietal cropping pattern is prac-
ticed to better utilize the meager edaphic resources. Reflecting the soil characteristics， the restinga alta 
soils are devoted primarily to fruit and carbohydrate-rich items like manioc， bananas， plantains， taro， 
and yams. 
i. Land Uses 
Being the highest terrain， the biotope has been used for the construction of dwellings， house orchards， 
and swidden plots (Fig・ure6). Ribere色os'homes are built on these high grounds to be free from floods. 
Orchards， measuring 0.1 to 0.2 ha， and planted with a variety of medicinal herbs， tubers， and fruit 
trees surround the houses. Chac何人 orswidden plots， occupy the restinga altas in plots of 0'.2-1.5 ha and 
extend in a ribbon-form， following the contour of the restingas. These chacras are within a distance 
of 5.0 kilometers of the village. Since crops from the swidden plots are transported on foot，五eldsbeyond 
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Fig. 6. Ribereno shelter. Homes a1'e built of locally-availablとconst1'uction 
materials. Huaca戸 (Vouαca戸ouaamericana)， 1'esitant to 1'ot， isused as main 
posts， while palm trunks and fronds are employed for thatching and floor慣
れ19.Floo1's are raised between 1.0-2.5 meters above the ground fo1' pro-
tection from floods and fo1' comfort. 
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an hour's distance is no1'mally shunned. To fulfil the need fo1' multiple chacras， the riberenos occupγ 
a number of restingas nea1' the settlement (Figure 2). 
i. Farming Techniques 
Farming on 1'estinga alta begins with defo1'estation. Monte 01' climax ftora is no longer found near 
the caserIo. Closest surviving forests are now 4.0-4.5 km away. Since there are no seasonally-determined 
C1‘opping cycIe， openings can be made at any time of the year. The sequences of felling， d1'ying， and 
burning is followed， and the ne¥v plot is ready fo1' planting afte1' 60-65 days of defo1'estation. Manioc， 
plantains， and banana stalks are the五rstto be planted. An average of 6，200 manioc cuttings， and 1，000-
1，200 plantain and banana shoots are buried per hectare. Other tubers like yams and taro， slow-g1'owing 
fruit trees， such as papaya， macambo (Theobroma bicolar人zゆote，and p偵のo(Bactris gasijうaes)， and a 
few beans， squashes， aji， and pineapples臼1the open spaces if their seeds or stalks a1'e available at the 
time. Maize， ifdecided， isseeded a month later， when the ma出ocis well established (Figure 7). The 
sowing is not haphaza1'dous. On the biotope ma剖r宮g副ins，where soils are cla句ye句3γrand po∞or噌匂副-dr凶al白ned，strips 
of rice may be sown. A variety of plantain called sapucho replaces rice， ifthe patch is well-drained but 
subject to 1ight ftooding. Simila1' plant seg1'egation is practiced on levee tops according to soil quality. 
'J¥lhen maize is growing vigorously and dominates the五eld，it is termed as a maizal. A weeding is done 
during the maizal stage. Once the cereal is ha1'vested， the second stage becomes dominated by yuca 
and it is called yucal. If need arises， the tuber can be dug after five months of planting. Since a number 
of varieties are planted， the original planting yields for 11-12 months. Tubers are harvested at the rate 
of 15-20 stalks at a time (Figur、e8). Rank growth in the vicinity is clea1'ed with the machete， and a new 
cutting Is buried at the time of harvests. The second planting， called cut争的 growsin the shade of bananas. 
Cutipa yields are about 50-60 percent of the original planting， but they extend the harvestable period 
to as much as 22-24 months. At the same time， the manioc provides added shading and serve to partially 
control weed growth. As the cutipas are dug， seeds of fruIts that thrive on secondary stands， e.g.， guaba， 
caimito (ChりiSOP砂llumcaimito)， and ubilla a1'e sown. When the chac1'a's visual landscape is dominated 
by the Musa varieties， the riberenos te1'm it as the platanal. By the end of the first year， standing at 4.0-
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Fig. 7. Restinga alta polyculture. Bananas， plantains， maize， yam， and manioc 
are visibJe in this 30~day old chacra. 
Fig. 8. Restinga alta harvest. Manioc， the main staple of the ftoodplain， de-
teriorates within three to four days of exposure to the atmosphere. De-
pendence on the tubers requires the riberenos of San Jorge to visit their 
chacras every four to五vedays. Other food items like papaya， )!arina fruit， 
plantains， and aji are harvested when: the tubers are dug. 
5.0 meters above the ground and occupying approximately 8.5 square meters of surface， the plantains 
and bananas begin to produce. If the platanal surface is kept free of weeds and insects， plantains yield 
fo1' three years， i.e.， each plant下，ieldat least three bunches. Two varieties of bananas， the sapucho and the 
guineo， can be harvested for 10 years， even after chacras are abandoned for jうurmasor natural regrowth. 
On average， weecling ceases after the second or third harvest of plantains. The main reason for the semi-
abanelonment is the clecline in yields. Output that averages 200 bananas per bunch in the五rstharvest， 
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cleclines to 115 by the seconcl time， ancl 50 by the thircl harvest. 
The purma stage lasts between 4-20 years. This is a periocl of controllecl regrowth. While the rank 
fiora is accumulating the nutrients on their limbs ancl leaves， ancl in the soi1s， ribere白osmake infrequent 
visits to the purmas to gather proclucts. Every ribere白orecognizes that fallowing is necessary for soil 
fertility regeneration. At the same time， he harvests items that were plantecl speci白callyfor the purma 
stage. These inclucle some of the banana varieties mentionecl above， caimito， guaba， zapote， pifuayo， 
guava， breaclfruit， ancl tor07~ja. ¥へIhenthe number of fruit trees is clense， or if some species clo not tolerate 
much competition， minor clearing is macle arouncl the cultigens. Flora characteristic of the regrowth 
cycle， such as，αtadijo (Croton sp.)， topa (Ochroma lago戸us)，ancl yarina (Phytelephas macr・ocarpa)are extractecl 
for五bersancl construction materiaIs. The purma， then， isnot a phase of totaI abanclonment ancl faIlow側
ing. Rather， this semi-managecl woocllancl shoulcl be seen as a form of agroforestry which is an integra1 
part of the swiclclen cycle. The practice cloes not appear to be an aclaptive strategy clevisecl by the rib-
erei'os， rather， itsorigins shoulcl be sought in aborigina1 swidclens (Denevan 1984). 
Purmas may be converted to chacras after‘ the fourth or五fthyear. The clecision to clear the p10t 
is gagecl on the floral composition of the purma. When surface-covering grasses ancl shrubs clisappear 
as a result of declining amounts of solar inso1ation reaching the grouncl， the soi1s are believecl to be suι 
五cientlyrich fo1' anothe1' c1'opping cyc1e. This stage appears to occur when les路st出han5 percen t of ligh t 
r‘eache白sthe fo1'詑esはt'sSl山1泣rf;仏acαe.1n clearing the pu1'ma， plantecl species like bananas， caimito， zapote， ancl 
macambo a1'e left standing， since they will continue to produce in the new chacra， especially after 
the burning when the ash inc1'eases soil pH， aswell as other rnicronut1'ients and they become available 
fo1' plant uptake (Sanchez， et. al.， 1982， 824)， A new cycle commences subsequent to the burning. 
Farming yields on the restinga alta va1'y consicle1'abl)ら reflectinga numbe1' of variables. Highest 
outputs result from chacras opened f1'om monte a1to. If al else is kept constant，自oralage appears to 
determine crop procluction in the chacras openecl from purmas (Table 4). San Jorge inhabitants re-
cognize that lesser・harvestwill result仕oma purma ver・de，regrowth less than 15-20 years， whe1'e succes-
sional flora stil clominates. Often， yielcls are sacrificecl for convenience. An increasing numbe1' of fou1' 
to six year old purmas near the case1'io is placed into procluction. Chacras in the vicinity of San Jorge 
are now on their fou1'th 01'五fthcycles of u児 Them吋orconsequence of such a choice is the prog1'essive 
decline of yields in gene1'al， and the inability to raise nutrient-demancling g1'ains. Dec1'easing 1'eturns 
ancl the di伍cultyof securing cereals f1'om the fioocl-丘町 biotopehave lecl ribe1'ei'os to specialize lancl use. 
The restinga alta is viewecl as a year-rouncl carbohyclrate supply base. The integrated use of the restinga 
with the flooded biotopes brings many benefits to the inhabitants. Agricultural activities on the dry 
land chacras do not have to be seasonally adjusted. As a result， labor timing is 自exible.Availability of 
fresh food sources， although not too varied， clo not require the San Jorge people to build storage spaces， 
nor set aside large quantities of storable food items for the floocl season. Further， the ability to p1'ocluce 
manioc and plantains， the two main staples of the 1'egion， du1'ing the自oodseason enables the residents 
to earn extra cash income. Ag1'icultu1'al activities alone， however， have not been able to provide the 
subsistence needs of the people. De五ciencyin nutritional sources have been sought in the other flood-
plain biotopes. 
IV-3. Hunting and Fishing 
The variecl aquatic biotopes of the Amazon flooclplain have supported an abundant and varied 
faunal population. Birds， reptiles， roclents， and primates， and other land anima1s， living on the 1and 
and water interface， as well as the great quantities of五shin the 1akes， swamps， and rivers have long 
been harvested as majo1' sources of protein and fats. Floodplain fauna especially fish， stil continue to be 
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Month 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Dec. 
Jan 
Feb. 
Mar. 
Apr. 
May 
Jun. 
Jul. 
Aug. 
Sep. 
Fish 
kg 
H S 
24.5 
33 
64 15 
57.8 
42.25 3 
50 
89 
5 
168 
Manioc 
kg 
日 S 
Suri 'J¥Tatermelon 
kg kg 
五 日 S 
70 18 1.3 37 28 
120 
140 95 0.5 
200 15 
138 5 
210 120 
230 5 
56 114.5 201 
47.5 17.0 335 112 
64 2 385 416 
48 149 422 
40.5 2 90 21 1 
Tab1e 5. Food Production of a 
(October 5， 1983ー
Beans 
kg 
H S 
19 
16 
Plantain 
kg 
H S 
34 
56 30 
75 
50 180 
68 10 
78 
124 
191 10 
160 54 
118 25 
45 137 163 
5 10 35 
Pineapple Animal 
kg kg 
H H 
18 5.5 
2 
armadilIo 
0.5 
sacha cuy 
17.0 
paca 
4.0 
armadilIo 
2.0 
agoutl 
8.0 
paca 
4.0 
agoutl 
10.0 
achuni puma 
9.0 
paca 
1.0 
garza 
10.0 
motelo 
2.0 
huasa 
1.0 
pucacunga 
Total 616.55 326.5 2，268 1，208 1.8 58 39 40 55 1，126 472 20 74.0 
Note: H=home consumption S=sale 
important food items for the riberenos. 
i. Hunting 
There are almost no taboos against the consumption of animal meat among the riberenos. The 
relatively high population density and the long inhabitation of the area have either depleted or driven 
away most of the prized animals from the region. As can be seen from Table 5， a variety of species is 
harvested from the floodplain. A few species， however， dominate the list of catch. As is true of many 
Amazonian locations where human altered habitats are extensive， fauna th1おingon purmas and crops， 
e.g・， rodents， birds， and monkeys， comprise the principal catch. Hunting is most productive during the 
丑oodseason， when most land surfaces are submerged. Non“arboreal mammals like armadillo， agouti， 
paca， and tapir seek food and refuge on thin strips of remaining restinga alta. On moonless nights be-
tween midふ1archand mid-l¥1ay， when dry terrain is minimal， the riberenos go on bunting forays fo1-
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?
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Pifuayo Rice Maize H Agkug aje SqkH ugash Chonta hfelon Macambo Yam Guaba Caimito 
kH g kg kg units kg kg kg kg Ul1lts 
H S H S S H S S H S H 日 S H S H S 
20 8 10 
78 417 77.7 247.5 120 3 
2 329.0 2 
20 40 60 
5 
12 
4 - 40 80 
一一 35 -
12 86 901 
813 3 16 100 
33 
70 116 410 77.7 576.5 86 1，874 5 60 8 10 7 16 75 80 100 
lowing paths specifically opened for such a purpose. The flood season also enables easy penetration to 
the tahuampas in small canoes called tahumrψeros. Arboreal mammals like lemurs and monkeys， or those 
inhabiting the margins of the water， e.g・， caymans and capybaras are hunted f1'om the water. About 
70 pe1'cent of the annual catch is harvested during the high wate1' pe1'iod. Ra1'ely do the inhabitants 
venture beyond a radius of about 15 km from the hamlet. This is especially true of night hunting when 
orientation in the fo1'est is di部cult.The shotgun is the main hunting equipment， but the high cost of 
munitions fo1'ces the ribe1'enos to use alternate gea1's when the p1'eys are small， or when the hunter can 
get sufficiently close to the animals. For example， caymans a1'e caught with spea1's th1'own f1'om canoes， 
01' with baited hooks suspended on trotlines tied to tahuampa trees. Traps a1'e used for small 1'odents 
like fo1'est rats， and birds. Easy to build and manage， a variety of t1'aps a1'e used throughout the year. 
Hunting yields an ave1'age of one kilog1'am of meat pe1' hour of effort. This五gu1'eis comparable to that 
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of fish catch (Table 5). However， participation in hu凶時 isdecidedly minor compared to五shi時・ Fish圃
ing preference is not based on tastes， but on faunal depletion ancl economics.五untingfor exportable 
hides until the 1960's seriously clepleted species like peccaries， ocelots， jaguars， ancl caymans. Habitat 
destruction ancl slowly but steadily increasing riparian population with attenclant neecls for animal 
proteins have increasecl the pressure on larger・animalslike tapir， paca， ancl capybara. On the other 
hand， the high cost of shotguns limit the number of potential hunters. In 1984， there were only 10 shot-
guns in the village. Therefore， the bulk of the inhabitants were pr・eclucleclfrom participating in hunting 
the more clesirecl animals. The low cost of animal meat at Iquitos， compared to that of fish， serves to 
cliscourage hunting as well. As the peak season for animal harvests coincides with that of fish， demands 
in the market is limitecl. 
i. Fishuzg 
Fishing forms an integral part of ribereno subsistence. About 25 percent of San J orge inhabitants' 
food getting activities is taken up by五shingactivities. Asicle from supplying the bulk of animal proteins 
(75-85 percent)， and serving as a source of income，五shingis perceived as a pleasureable pursuit by 
the menfolk. Between 22-30 tons of fish， i.e・， approximately 90-120 kgs per capita， are caught annually 
by the villagers in the areas around San J orge. Most of the fish is harvested仕omthe Amazon， its tri-
butaries， ancl lakes in the neighborhood. 
Fish behavior varies in accordance with changes in the river's water level. Fami1iarity with the 
fish's breecling， feeding， ancl migration habits enables the riparian dwellers to acquire the family needs 
throughout the year. In order to guarantee a steady supply， the riberenos have to adjust their techniques 
and sites according to the behavior of the五sh.For example， between August ancl October， when water 
level is lowest， tejes negros or dark-colored五share sought in the side channels， playas， and shallow lakes 
with cast and gil nets. Yields are high cluring this season. ¥t¥Then the floocl levels begin to replenish the 
tahuampas ancl oxbow lakes， the自shseeking refuge ancl feecling grouncls begin to disperse into the broad 
丑oodplainand their harvest becomes clifficult. Although illegal， riberenos use the barbasco roots (Lonchoω 
Fig.9.λ1ijano五shing.Fishing is a year round activity for the ribere五os.During 
the mijano， when fish is especially abundant，自shermenbuild simple plat-. 
forms along the river to catch the migrating schools of五sh.The fish are 
kept alive in nylon sacks and they are taken to Iquitos. 
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εarpus nicou) at the beginning of such a season when五shis entering the floodplain depressions. Later， 
when inundation is at its maximum， tbe inhabitants seek the白shin the tahuampas. Riding the tahu-
amperos， the 五sh is caught with gigs， trotlines， and poles. Once tbe 自O∞od cαr司e白st叫s，the f五おIshbegins tωo l'代et凶u1'n 
t印othe 
i企}量凶、ひomplatげfoαr唱ゴ羽I江msbuilt on the edge of the ma引inchannel， next to sites where the fish are leaving the tahuampas 
(Figure 9). Small五shof various species， like bagre (λ1ystus tengara)， boquichico (Prochilodus nigricans)， 
chambira (Rhaphiodon vulpinus)， denton (Charax gibosus)， lisa (Schzodon fasciatus) ，μlometa (λ今lossomαdur“
iventris)， sabalo (Bりconspp.)， sardina (TriPortheus spp.)， ancl)1αhuarαchi (Gasterotomus lateor)， are caught 
with cast nets， while larger ones representecl by Pimelodids like dorado (Brach争latystomafilamentosum) J 
salton (Brach争latystomaspp.)， and tigre zungaro (Pseudoplatystoma tigriinum)， weighing as much as 90 kilo-
grams are captured with 50 to 75 meter-long bottom trotlines. 
Despite the large number of species found on the floodplain waters， only a few comprise most of 
the ribere丞os'catch. Part of the explanation fo1' the heavy reliance on a few species results from the ex-
cessive harvest of a few prized自shlike gamitana (Colossoma macropomu刈，paiche(Arapaima gigas)， corvina 
(Plagioscion spp.)， and paco (Colossoma bidens) within the last 30γears by commercial五shermenbased 
at 1quitos. Using a combination of seine ancl gil nets with piscicides like dynamites and barbasco， out-
siders. have systematically depleted the丑oodplainlakes easily accessible from 1quitos ancl the main 
channel. 
The riberenos themselves have been partially responsible for the ichthyological decline. The use 
of piscicides during the periods of fish scarcity， the adoption of fine meshecl nets， and the possibilities 
of marketing part of their catch in 1quitos can be cited as factors. The selective catch of ichthyofauna 
1S also influenced by cultural practices. Consumption of a number of species of the Pimelolicliclae family， 
such as， the cunchi maman， cahuara， and canero， scaleless and possessing a mucous surface， isavoided as 
being unclean and unhealthy. 2) The electric eel (Electroμorus spp.)， atinga (めJmbranchusmarmoratus)， 
and the rのほ (PotamotりJgonhistrix) a1'e likewise avoidecl. Freshwater dolphins， locally called bujeos are 
never caught because of tbe supernatu1'al powe1's attributed to them in the local folklore (Smith 1981， 
95-98). 
1n spite of the decline in the harvest of valued species，五shingin the neighbo1'hood of San Jorge is 
stil sufficient to meet the protein and some cash neecls of its inhabitants. On a yearly basis， the yielcl 
for the combined techniques employed averages about 1.2 kilograms per hour of fishing. This五gure
1S comparable to that reported by Bergman fo1' a Shipibo village along the Ucayali River (Bergman 
1980， p.235). The五gureappears to be low， when constrated to the 1tacoatiara白shermenon the Bra欄
zilian sicle of the Amazon， who bring-in an average of 6.3-8.7 kilograms of五shper hour of labor (Smitb 
1981， pp. 83-84)， But it is necessa1'y to keep in mind that San Jo1'ge五shermenstil rely essentially on 
premodern五shingand t1'ansportation techniques. Most五shingsites lie within one to two hours by canoe， 
1.e.， a radius of about 4.0-6.0 kilomete1's from the caserio. 1n 1984， there we1'e only 24 cast nets and 8 
gill nets owned by the ribe1'enos. Those without nets had to rely on a variety of traditional equipments 
like harpoons， gigs， and trotlines. 
IV-4. Exploitation of Floodplain Flora 
The use of臼oodplainflora plays an important role in riparian subsistence. As pointed out above， 
自oodplainforests have traditionally 0百ereda number offood，五ber，and construction needs to the people 
of San Jorge. 1n addition， latex， vanilla， cumala seecls， tagua nuts， and other items have been exploited 
commercially within the last century. Fa¥rored by easy and inexpensive transport costs， logging in the 
restinga baja， tahuampa， and restinga alta forests began in the 1930's with the selective removal of ma-
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Year 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
Mahogany 
2，113，755 
818，245 
702，981 
994，837 
1，813，524 
2，593，308 
251，855 
541，132 
800，883 
Source: ONERN (1976: 94). 
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Tab1e 6. Logs Processed in Iquitos. 
(p1ank fet) 
Tropica1 Cedar Others Total 
7，377，188 5，259，375 33，750，318 
10，010，846 1，946，961 22，776，052 
1，342，340 9，895，565 21，940，886 
1，101，292 8，033，557 20，129，686 
16，423，352 24，116，074 42，352，950 
13，386，590 20，375，368 36，355，266 
8，755，619 16，240，801 25，248，275 
13，093，094 15，739，222 29，373，448 
12，935，253 27，529，570 41，265，706 
hogany and tropica1 cedar. 'Vith the estab1ishment of p1ywood factories in Iquitos and Pucallpa afte1' 
the 1960's， and the inc1'easing demands fo1' inexpensive construction and furnitur‘e materia1s， 1arge 
number of species began to be exploited from the riparian zone (Tab1e 6). At San J orge， trees 1ike cati-
nuri (Clarisia bijlo何人 catahua(Hura crψitans)， caψuri (V1:rola sp.)， muena (Croton sp.人のほhuma(Couroψzta 
sp.)， and lotuna (Chorisia insignis) are cut合omAugust to Februarγ， l.e・， when the flood forest floor is stil 
dry. Logs are 1eft to dry unti1 the water begins to fi1 the tahuampas. Once the 10gs begin to float， they 
are cut into standard 1engths of 2.80 meters and removed to sites a10ng the Amazon for shipment to the 
mills. The logging operation at San Jorge is cur‘rently run by two individuals. The 1imited participation 
resu1ts from the inabi1ity of the majority of the inhabitants to mobilize the funds necessary for the various 
stages of the operation and the unfamiliarity with the bureaucratic procedures to obtain the necessary 
10gging concession permits. The logging activities 0百'erseasona1 employment opportunities for 8-12 
males in the settlement. The activities of cutting the logs into standard size and transporting them to 
assemb1y points have to be done swift1y before the water subsides. The individual flotation of the 10gs 
through the flood forest is a slow process， and requires a 1arge work force. Since these timbering activities 
occur during the period when few chores exist， they are welcomed as an opportunity to earn extra income. 
Some of the traditionally extracted food items have acquired commercial value in recent years as 
an outcome of mass司自odusof riparian popu1ation to the urban areas. San J orge inhabitants have learned 
to market three palm products白、omthe floodplain forest: aguaje， suri， and chonta. The五rsttwo are 
harvested hom the aguaje palm that forms almost solid stands in the aguaja1， while the chonta is the 
heart of the huasai pa1m (Euterte edulis) that grows on restingas bajas. Between 1ate May and early Nov-
ember， when the fruit of the aguaje ripens， riberenos in need of cash enter the aguaje swamps to cut 
the 40-50 meter tall palms and collect their fruit. InJune， 1984， a 50 kg container of agua九 represent-
ing about four or five hours of work sold for $S 10，000，00 in Iquitos. This amount is equivalent to aι 
day rura1 wage. Therefore， despite the arduous 1abor involved in transporting the fruit from the aguajal 
to the river， those in need of cash willingly perform the tasks. Suri is the 1arva of a beetle that deposits 
its eggs in the trunk of fresh1y cut aguajes. The larvae， rich in fats and vitamins， are gathered by sp1itting 
the agl吋etrunks after two months followi時;the layi時 ofeggs (Aug山 t-December).Between 150 and 
200 of these 5ー7cm long worms are collected from a single trunk. Considered as a de1icacy， the suri 
is sold between $S 150.00 and 200.00 apiece. The hearts of huasai pa1ms are in great demand by the 
urban consumers as an alternative to vegetab1es during religious holidays， especially Christmas and 
Easter week. Sold in bundles of 20 chontas， gathered with an input of seven hours of labor， they obtain 
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between $S 6，000.00-8，000.00 in 19uitos. As these examples illustrate， the riberenos of San Jorge have 
become increasingly involved in the cash economy. Some of the income has been earned by adopting 
traditional items to new opportunities， or by cultivating products speci白callyaimed for the markets. 
1n other instances， income has been generated through wage labor. The transition from subsistence to 
a cash oriented economy has been accelerated in recent years by a number of events and processes 
external to the region. 
V. Changing Rivere丞oSubsistence 
External societies and economies began to in日uenceAmazonian peoples and environments over 
400 years ago. After accounts of the region were diffusεd following Orellana's expedition in 1542， Eu-
ropeans led by Spanish and Portuguese began to canvass the rainforest in search of exploitable goods. 
The aboriginal inhabitants and the resources located astride the Amazon and its tributaries were the 
五rstto feel the alien impact. Natives from densely occupied sedentary villages were uprooted as slaves 
for Brazilian coastal plantations or they were organized to work in local farming ancl gathering activities 
(Oliveira， A.E. 1983， 144-213). Although the colonial exploitive activities greatly a百ectedthe demo-
graphic make up and served to exhaust many of the臼01ヨ1and faunal resources of the児 gion，their im-
pacts were either areally or chronologically limited. Local economies were also linked with that of the 
developed world， but the exploitive and cyclical nature of the external demands did not alter the basic 
subsistence structure of the inhabitants. Accelerated changes to the region's society and economy began 
in the 1950's. The national and international diffusion of transportation and communication technol-
ogies， increasing demands for the area's resources， and the government's regional integration and 
development attempts are beginning to a百ectmany facets of ribereno life and environment. 1n response 
to the new stimuli， riparian inhabitants have been changing accordingly. Their livelihood activities 
are being adapted for a market-oriented economy. Their society， however， has not been able to adjust 
so swiftly and many riberenos are struggling in dealing with the changes. Although stil insignificant， 
the transition from subsistence to a commercial way of life is beginning to be manifested in the com-
munity and in the environment. 
V -1. Factors Responsible for the Changes 
Contemporary alterations in riparian livelihood have resulted from a number of externally-induced 
factors， intentional as well as unintentional. Among the technological innovations， the introduction of 
outboard motors served to significantly modiちrlife along the rivers. Prior to the 1960's， a trip from San 
Jorge to 1quitos was a two-day journey. Steamboats existed， but they were infreque凶 andcosts pro-
hibitive. Therefore， the majority of the riverine inhabitants }Jreferred to travel on canoes. Downstream 
voyage was rapid and 1quitos could be reached in 6 to 7 hours， but upriver travel was arcluous and time 
consuming. Between 12 to 14 hours were necessary to return to the village. Further， the small dugouts 
could not carry more than 60-80 kilograms of cargo. Trips to the city were infrequent as a result of the 
time， labor， and transportation capacities. Most of the basic needs， such as， oil， sugar， salt， cotton cloth， 
and aguardiente were purchased at the patron's bodega， atin日atedprices. The advent of outboard motor 
revolutionized transportation on the臼oodplains.The relatively low cost of the motors enabled enter-
prising riberenos to build eight to ten ton wooden boats and to equip them with 40-50 horse power motors 
to transport people and goods. The colectivo， asthe vessel is called， allows San J orge residents to reach 
Iquitos on an average of 3 :30-4 :00 hours. The return trip stil takes six to seven hours. However， the 
large capacity， the relatively low transportation cost， and the daily frequency allow riberenos to market 
most surplus goocls， ranging企om五sh，aguaje， to agricultutal products. The increased accessibility has 
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Table 7. Material Goods Owned by San Jorge Residents 
Item. Quantity 
Cast net 24 
Canoe (clugout) 29 
Chain saw 
Bed 21 
Boat (pla出 ecl) 3 
Electric generator 
Kerosene lal11p 3 
Kerosene stove 3 
Gill net 8 
Mortar and pestle 18 
Outboarcl l11otor 4 
Peque peque 8 
Radiofradio cassette 19 
Re企igerator (kerosene) つ
Sewing l11achine 10 
Shotgun 10 
Winch (l11anual) 
served as an incentive for a greater geographical mobili匂1 among the population. Health carel and 
medicines are sought iロ1quitos，often at the expense of traditional medicine and practices. ¥へTithincreas-
ing contacts with urban life and manufacturing products， urbanwarせ migrationshave increased and 
a larger number of manufactured goods are being purchased by the riberenos. The more success[ul irト
dividuals o[ San Jorge have begun to acquire motors of their own. By 1984， there were four outboard 
motors ancl eight peque peques3) in the village (Table 7). Analogous to automobiles， the ownership of 
motors allows freer schedulin2" of activities and access to distant zones. D 
As in cleveloping regions elsewhere， 1quitos has been the major bene五ciaryof recent developments 
in mass communications technology. Among the new mass meclia， the radio and television "，"aves have 
come to al1er ribereno life. 1n acldition to the six radio stations， three television stations have been set 
up in the city. The lack of electrical power and the limited purchasing power cloes not a110w San Jorge 
residents to ¥'vatch the television programs， but radio programs are regularly capturecl. Over one half 
of the households owned either a radio or radio cassette in 1984 (Table 7). The radio waves have brought 
mixed results. The news and talk programs have increased the riberenos' awareness of developments 
elsewhere， but other programs such as music and commercials have brought negative consequences. 
For instance， the urban-oriented programs are changing the values of 1かerineinhabitants and foreign 
music， especia11y American， has practically obliterated folk music. The relentless commercials are 
rapidly changing the priority objectives and along with them the resource use techniques o[ the ribere良os.
To satis[y the material wa凶 screated， the reside凶 sare increasingly devoting their time to the produc-
tion of marketable goods. 
Petrひleumexploitation in the Peruvian Amazon began with the discovery of Ganzo Azul五eldalong 
the Rio Pachitea， near Pucallpa in 1938， but the impact on the riparian population of northeast Peru 
did not occur until the 1970's. The exploration ancl successful discovery of several oil fields near the 
PeruωEcuador border after 1971 brought many changes to 1quitos and adjacent areas. As the heacl of 
navigation o[ ocean-going vessels on the Amazon， the heavy equipment and machinery needed for the 
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production and shipment of oil were五rstbrought to 1quitos and then transshipped by either aircraft 
or shallow-drafted boats to the drilling sites. Aside from serving as the cargo assembly point， 1quitos， 
as the only significant urban center in the Peruvian Amazon， was chosen as the regional headquaters 
for the oil companies. During the initial phases， i.e.， between 1972 and 1975， appr喝oximately15，000 
laborers were needed for road opening， d1'illing， pipeline construction， and t1'ansportation crews (Chirif 
1983， 55). 1¥10st of the unskilled workers were recruited from the region. At San Jorge， over 25 percent 
of the male population over 30 years of age in 1983 related that they had worked in oil company-related 
occupations. The relatively high wages paid by the companies enabled the ribe1'enos to remit part of 
their wages to the families and to pu1'chase manufactured goods. Workers were released once the labor-
intensive projects were completed. Some 1'eturnecl to the caserios， but most sought the urban life in 1quitos 
by living in the pueblos jovenes (San Roman 1975， pp. 226-228). The sho1't exposure to wage labor ancl 
cash-orientecl consumption patterns outside the community influencecl the world view of many. There“ 
fore， the experience cluring the oil-boom years also acted as a strong incentive to change the subsistence 
techniques towarcl ma1'ket-orientecl ones. 
National ancl international demancls fo1' t1'opical goods 0汀erwage opportunities f01‘ the riberenos. 
1quitos continues to serve as the major assembly point for the Peruvian Amazon products. Tropical 
fish， ornamental plants， animal skins， and cabinetwoods gathered in the upper basin converge into 
1quitos for processing， packagingう andshipping. Two households at San Jorgeラforexample， earn sup-
plementarγincome by capturing ornamental五shin the neighboring tahuampas and cochas between 
August ancl September. This activity is clone uncler contract from exporters in 1quitos. At Santa Ana， 
a village of about 600 people across the river from San J orge， four households engage in hunting peccaries 
(T，の'assu戸ecari)cluring slack periocls in their agricultural aciIvities. Villar吋o(1979， p.151) estimates 
that 150，000 peccary skins are exported annually from 1quitos alone. These items are exported as far 
as J apan. The income earned from such activities are irregular， but the periodic demancls for the regional 
pr崎oductsare increasingly involving the riberenos into the cash economy. At the same time， toincrease 
the e毘ciencyof exploitation， contractors often sel "tools of the trade" like shot guns， chain saws， or 
peque peques on easy terms. 1n order to satis今 thepayment obligations or to purchase other manu-
facturecl goods， riberenos are investing a larger proportion of their time in income-generating pursuits. 
1n response to a number of real and perceived threats， the Peruvian government has accelerated 
the efforts to integrate and develop the Amazonian pcrtions of its territory. Peru has been plagued by 
a number of social， economical， and political problems in recent years. Runaway population grovγth 
(2.6 percent per year) is severely taxing the economic growth of the country. 1nability to moderr山e
the rural sector， especially the Anclean highlands， has led to increasing shortages in foocl productiorし
as well as ur七anwardmigrations， especially to metropolitan Lima. Leftist groups in highland clepart-
ments， especially Ayacucho， continue to threaten the political stability of the country. The balance 
of payments situation has deteriorated as the prices for the major export items consisting of minerals 
1ike copper and iron continue to be depressed， while imports of material goods favored by a free trade 
policy have increased. The determined efforts by the Brazilians to develop its Amazonian territory 
through highway， mineral， power and agricultural projects within the last 15 years， and the Brazilian-
inspired Amazonian Pact (1978) are seen by ma町 Peruviansas potential threats to the territorial in側
tegrity ofPeru (Rumri1l1983， 110-117). 
The economic clevelopment and integration of the tropical forestlands were to relieve some of the 
di伍cultiesstated above. Colonization was promoted along the eastern foothills to absorb some of the 
excess population from the sierra and costa， and to increase agricultural outputs. Agro-industrial projects 
were concurrently encouraged in order to hasten the development attempts (Zumaran 1982， 13-29; 
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Rumrill 1982， 73-75). A regiona1 deve10pment entitうら Organismo de Desarrollo de Loreto (ORDELOR) 
headquartered at 1quitos， was estab1ished in 1977 to coordinate and promote social and economical 
changes (Parodi 1982， 107-114). 1n 1980， 1quitos was granted the free port status with Decree-Law 
No. 23，100. The new 1aw was to stimu1ate the establishment of manufacturing plants， especially high 
value-low bulk industries like electronics and precision instruments analogous to those of Manaus， 
Brazil. While trying to ameliorate the nationa1 problems， these programs were a1so intended to integrate 
the region's popu1ation. 
It is stil premature to judge the outcomes of the region's multiple projects on the nation， but 
regionally， they are affecting ribereno subsistence in various ways. For instance， trade 1iberalization， 
especially imports， has invo1ved the riparian inhabitants into a commercial economy. l¥1anufactured 
goods ranging from razor blades to electronic equipments have become accessible to many riberenos. 
1ndividuals with some savings can also abandon rural life and move to the city to hawk the imported 
items as ambulantes， street vendors. Attempts at increasing agricultura1 production， on the other hand， 
have tended to po1arize wealth among the floodplain inhabitants. As deve10pment policies did not take 
into account the local conditions， the policies bene五ttedonly selected peop1e. At SanJorge， two individuals 
became the major bene五ciariesof agricultura1 credits and technical assistance. One was the owner of 
the loca1 store and the de facto patron in the community. Ownership of the store， appliances， and agri-
cultural equipments facilitated credit app1ication. A perceptive indi¥付 ua1，this person had deve10ped 
considerable contacts with ORDELOR and agricultural bank personnel while serving as the teniente 
gobernador.4) The other was the lay preacher for the 10ca1 Evange1ist chapel. His frequent trips to 1quitos 
on church matter had given him considerab1e insights on the potential opportunities. 
Compulsory military service and the educational system have served as e百ectivemeans in e百ecting
cultu1'al change among the ribe1'enos. At age 18ラyoungmen serve fo1' two years in one o[ the three b1'anches 
of the armed forces. Although the conscripts are rare1y removed from the selva， they are exposed to 
various parts of the region during‘ the service. For most soldiers， these are the五rstoutings beyond the 
con五neso[ their villages and Iquitos， and they serve to expand the boys' horizons. During the service， 
alien concepts and behaviors are also lear‘ned. Among them are the ideas o[ duty and 10ぅlaltyto the 
country， concepts that shift the young adults' allegiance from the community to the nation. Simultaneously， 
the boys' mental images of the environment are changed. From the known， loca1ized and manageable 
riparian ecosystemsぅ thedr‘aftees are introduced to multiple ecosystems that are complex to be com-
prehended. The officer可 trainedmostly in coastal cities， come equipped with urban icleas， behaviors， 
ancl consumption patterns that greatly influence the soldiers. The outcome of such a training is the cliι 
ficulty of some to readjust to the vil1age mode of subsistence. At San Jorge， those releasecl from service 
often alternate between urban ancl rural・jobs.1n most cases， they return with economic va1ues turned 
towarcl commercia1 production， and with a di町erentperspective toward the environment. 
The educationa1 system has also acted as an agent in changing the traditional subsistence patterns 
of the riberenos. As primary education is compulsory in Peru， the :Ministry of Education sends teachers 
even to the caserio level. The government staffs the schoo1s， but the local inhabitants are held responsible 
to builcl the school ancl the teachers' resiclences. 1n 1984， there were three teachers at San J orge， to 
instruct a total of 99 chilclren. Several features of the current eclucational system serve to disrupt the 
traclitional livelihoocl. The female， mestizo teachers are from other riparian settlements， but they hard1y 
iclentify with loca1 neecls ancl prob1ems. A1though raisecl in rural environments， their subsequent train-
ing in urban areas have lecl them to adopt urban values ancl consumption patterns. Th<::ir 1imited educ-
ationa1 background， their perception of belonging to a higher social class than loca1 inhabitants， and 
their insensitivities have iso1ated them within the community. The proximity of 1quitos and the relatively 
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high wages the teachers receive enable them to return to the city once or twice a month. The long contact 
hours with the children in class， and the frequent trips to the city， resulting in the diffusion of different 
urban culture trencls， invariably inftuence the young stuclents' behavior， especially that related to sub-
slstence. 
1n a centralizecl state as Peru， the educational system is also centralizecl ancl inftexible. Although 
the system derives many of its outlines from those of developed countries， there is hardly any allowance 
for regional variations (Stocks 1981， 135-137). A perusal of texts suggest that contents are p1'ima1'ily 
urban-oriented. Themes clepicting Amazonian ancl other regional distinctivenesses and realities are 
not founcl. During the school years， students a1'e taught two di百erentviews of society ancl economy: 
a local and largely subsistence orientecl one at home ancl the community at large， and another that 
attempts to homogenize society on a national scale along urban-industrial lines. These changing bか
havioral patterns， inturn， contribute to alter ripa1'ian livelihoocl. 
V-2. Aclaptive Responses to External Elements 
Ribereno life is rapidly changing under the pressure of a number of externally-generatecl factors. 
1n order to accomodate the new situations，自ooclplaininhabitants have been devising a variety of 
strategies. Among the aclaptations， three featu1'es in particular， stand out: (a) agricultural ancl other 
resource use patterns; (b) spatial organization; and (c) demographic shifts. 
i. Changes in Resourceλ1anagement 
Farming is changing in a number of ways. Nev¥' crops have been incorporated into the agricultural 
cycle. The rapicl expansion ancl sophistication of 1quitos' population have meant inc1'easing clemancls 
for foocl items in general， but especially horticultural items like vegetables， milk， ancl fruit. The flo。ι
plain zone， with its moist and fertile soils， has been ideally suited for vegetable cultivation. San J orge， 
located only four hours from the market， isable to sypply pa1't of the vegetable neecls. Some of the 1'ibe-
renos， realizing the locational ancl eclaphic advantages， have begun to produce tomatoes， aji dulce， 
cuento， pole beans， cucumbers， caihua， and melons for the market. Typicallyらthesecrops are raisecl on 
a small corner of the resti碍 ab吋a自eldsduri時 themerma or low water sea~on. Since most of the veg-
etables are produced only du1'ing the merma， and p1'ices tend to fal， more ente1'pr‘ising individuals have 
begun to eX]Jeriment with vegetable 1'aising on the restingas altas. Ce1'eal c1'ops have also increased in 
area. Rice， although not a novel item on the ftooclplain， isnow being planted on monocultu1'al plots 
of 10-15 ha. At San J o1'ge， ove1' 95 pe1'cent of the g1'ain is ma1'ketecl. Maize， fo1'merly a subsistence g1'ain， 
is now raised primarily fo1' sale in both the restingas alta ancl b吋a.1n a simila1' way， tube1's ancl fruits a1'e 
planted beyond the household neecls in an attempt to earn extra income. ¥へlorkinghours have increased 
for those engaged in producing part of their c1'ops for the ma1'ket. As most of the income is used to satisfy 
the growing appetite for manufactured goods， or to meet externally imposecl expenses， such as， purchases 
of books and uniforms for the school chilclren， ancl not to increase productivity， some inclividuals labor 
almost twice as much as those engaged mainly in subsistence activities. Wage labor has incrementecl 
along with increasing pa1'ticipation in the cash economy. Adults in each San Jo1'ge household wo1'k be-
tween 500-700 hours per year fo1' wages. Young adults， between 14 and 20 yea1's of age， make up about 
70 percent of the labor force. These men， without family obligations， but in neecl of income to pay for 
clothing， and beverages and ciga1'ettes on weekends， attempt to ea1'n income whenever oppo1'tunities 
arise. One of the majo1' dravへ'backsof the t1'end towa1'd cash generation has been the dιmise of many 
community-wide activities. Recreational activities involving the entire case1'io are declining in frequency 
and size， as many individuals are now engaged in income-producing pursuits. The twice a month obrα 
comunal (communal work) for clearing trails， servicing briclges， and weedi時司 thesoccer五eldis stil at圃
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tended， but an increasing number of people prefer to pay the $S 1，000.00 fine alleging more urgent 
matters e1sewhere. Like¥，vise， nuηgas or 1abor exchange parties have 1aねr噌gelydiおsappe伐alむ1陀 da叫tSan Jor噌ge. 
Emphasis on exchange economy is affecting the rate of floodplain日ora1and fauna1 exp1oitation 
as well. Except for speci五cresources like latex， tagua nuts， or cumala seeds that gained short term pro嶋
minence as commercial items， most自oodplainproducts were managed to satisfy subsiste町 edemands. 
This perception of resources has changed drastically within the last three decades. As the 1quitos' pop-
ulation swelled， demands for commodities that were familiar to the emigres in the rural areas expanded. 
As mentioned above (p. 22)， aguaje fì~uits ， suriフchonta，and wi1d fruit have been sought by the urban 
residents. Simultaneously， extra regional demands for tropical goods continue. Realizing the additional 
income possibi1ities， 1‘iberenos began to exploit the goods on their own or as contract laborers. The ac-
celerated rate of resource extraction appears to be unduly taxing the floodplain environment. At San 
J orge， mahogany and tropical cedar， the two most sought-after trees， are no longer found in accessible 
areas within community bounds. The near disappearance of these logs now force the peop1e to use 
alternates like catahua， of 1ess durability， for their canoes. The quasi solid stands of Mauritia palms in 
the aguaja1es around San Jorge are also depleting rapidly. Between 2，300 and 2，700 aguaje trunks， i.e.， 
an average of 80 palms per familyラarefelled yearly to collect the fruits that are sold in 1quitos. Accord-
ing to the residents， on1y 10 years ago， they were able to fil a 50 kg burlap bag with a 80 to 90 minute 
labor input from trunks felled in the vicinity of the settlement. 1n 1983-1984， the time required to harvest 
and bring the same quantity of aguajes to the settlement was between four and five hours. Fisheries 
are likewise following a similar path. It is now rare for the inhabitants to be able to eat fish like paiche 
and gamitana. With the virtual extinction of more appreciated ichtyofauna， people have been forced 
to consume formerly culturally unacceptable species or those having rapid breeding rates， such as the 
cahuara， boquichico， yahuarachi， and sardina. The declining yields from the environment has begun 
to concern the elders in the community and their views are frequently expressed in the community meet-
ings. However， the difference in environmental ethics have on1y served to exacerbate the rift between 
the young and the old. 
i. Reorganizing Land Use 
Riberenos' spatial organization is gradually modifying as an adaptive response to market stimuli. 
1n genera1， al biotopes are experiencing more intensive use. With expanding markets and diffusion 
of motors， the range of ribereno activities has increased. 1n between chores， inhabitants occasionally 
venture 20 to 30 kilometers away on五shingtrips to exploit streams and cochas that were reached oc-
casionally with canoes. Personal ownership of motorized vessels has also enab1ed the use of more distant 
agricultural biotopes like insular barreal and playa. The crossing of the Amazon to reach the islands 
have always been perilous and thus feared by the women. Fording has been dangerous during stormy 
weather. With outboards， the size of the vessels has expanded and more frequent visits to the五eldshave 
been eased. Thus， horticultural plants， requir泊 gmore frequent care can now be planted五veto seven 
ki10meters away from the village. At San Jorge， there is a farmer who cultivates a 20 ha plot in a barreal， 
15 kilometers upriver. The same farmer also raises manioc， maize， and plantains on three restinga altas 
totalling 4.0 ha and located five kilometers upriver. Preference for such locations was based on the avail-
ability of rich soils. As the easily accessible restingas situated in the vicinity of San Jorge have been worn 
out as a result of continuous use， those de'siring productive restingas prefer to travel rdatively large dis-
tances by water. 
Another visib1e trend on the landscape is the simp1i五cationof land use. Mu1ticropping on the 
inundation zone has never been practiced on a scale like the restinga alta. The short growing season 
and the annua1 renewal of plant nutrients thr噌oughflooding obviated polycu1ture. Some intercropping， 
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Table 8. Characteristics of Emigrants Whose Relatives Live in San Jorge. 
Destination Age at Migration Occupation at Destination 
Iquitos 25 40-45 yrs 2 Farming 
Napo River 2 35-39 。 Fishing 
Brazilian Amazon 30-34 Housewife 5 
Ucayali River 25-29 3 Maidfcook 4 
Lima 20-24 8 Student 7 
15-19 10 Unskilled worker 12 
10-14 6 
howeve1'， dicl exist. For example， chiclayo beans， manioc， ancl peanuts we1'e associatecl in a single五elcl.
Multiple cr‘opping was necessary in an economy of self-su缶ciency.1ncreasingly， the trend is towarcl 
monocultural crops fo1' sale. 1n orcler to maximize returnsフ thebest soils are sown with cash proclucts. 
Rice ancl chic1ayo beans clominate the two insular biotopes of barreal ancl playa. 
ii. Rural Emigration 
Emigration from the village represents an aclaptive response to changing livelihoocl conditions. 
Prior to the 1970's， possibilities fo1' geographica1， social， ancl economica1 mobi1ities we1'e restrictecl. 1quitos， 
with a 1961 popu1ation of 57，777，0百erecl1imitecl opportunities for employment. Migration to the coasta1 
cities was a1most impossib1e without information ancl contacts. Limitecl migration took p1ace between 
caserios， but it was insignificant. Ribereno migrations from funclos were a1so 1'estrictecl by social ancl 
economical obligations. The increasing rura1 population， demise of 1arge estates， changing value systems， 
ancl the oi1 boom can be pointecl out as some of the major urbanward migration factors. The rura1 exoclus 
that began in the 1960's acceleratecl in the 1970's ancl continues to date. The results of this demographic 
shift can be appreciatecl by the growth of 1quitos. There were 110，242 peop1e in 1972， and 203，568 by 
1981 (1nstituto Naciona1 de Estaclistica 1981， 45). Caserios throughout the northeast Peruvian Amazon 
have been 10sing pop叫ationto 1quitos. 
Accorcling to San J orge informants， 11 fami1ies movecl out of the community within the 1ast五ve
yea1's. Of these， al except one took up 1'esiclence in 1quitos. 1n aclclition， 30 incliviclua1s， whose fami1ies 
stil 1ive in the caserio， a1'e outside the community (Table 8). As emigrants e1sewhere， young peop1e 
are invo1ved in the ruraトurbanmigrations. 1nterviews from San Jorge and neighbori時 villagessuggest 
that there are no sex clifferences among the young emigres. A1most invariably， the riberenos' destination 
is 1quitos. 1n the absence of eclucationa1 opportinities beyond the e1ementary grades in the caserio， those 
wishing superior training normally 1eave for the regiona1 center. The major噌ity，however， 1eave the com舗
munity after the comp1etion of the primary schoo1 for emp1oyment. Girls clepart at age 13-15 to seek 
jobs as baby幽sitters，maicls， 01'cooks in miclcl1e class fami1ies. Milita1'Y service usually serves as the trig-
gering mechanism for boys' urbanward migration. After the service， most boys remain in the city. 
Without appropriate urban skills， the only employment opportunities awaiting them are menial tasks， 
or se1femployment such as street vendors. Since earnings are not su伍cientfor setting up their own living 
quarters， those not 1iving with their‘bosses， seek she1ter in re1atives' homes 10catecl in one of the pueb10s 
jovenes. For most， even the sub-stanclarcl 1iving conclitions of the city is preferable to that of the fl_oocl-
plain. The great clisparity in social infrastructures， eclucational possibilities， ancl other urban amenities 
are sufficient to attract the young emigres. The illuso1'Y socioeconomic mobi1ity potentia1s are unclo-
ubtedly important inclucements as wel1. Parents also encourage the γoungsters to go to the city， since 
they equate urban living with social ascent. 
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The changes taking place in ribere負osociety and economy， as seen from San J orge， are similar 
to those of “modernizing" societies elsewhere in the Third World. As these communities are linked and 
integrated to the national and international societiesラ traditionalsystems are replaced by simplified 
ones often incong・ruouswith local people and environment. 
VI. Summary and Conc1usions 
An attempt was made to relate the subsistence activities among the inhabitants of a community 
located on the floodplain of the Amazon in northeast Peru. Emphasis was placed in explaining: (a) the 
traditional livelihood patterns; (b) the cha時 esoccurri時 inthe traditional forms of subsus町民e;and 
(c) the outcomes of such changes. 
Almost every aspect of life in the floodplain is touched by the annual inundations. In such an en-
vironment， successful subsistence is based on the familiarity of the year1y丘oodsand minute knowledge 
of the multiple biotopes， with their unique edaphic，日oral，and faunal characteristics. The sustained-
yield economy of the riberenos is based on a combination of activities that includes farming，五shing，
hunting， and gathering. By synchronizing the agricultural activities with the alternating cyc1es of ebb 
and rise of the river level， riberenos have been able to obtain high yields from th<:' rich floodland biotopes. 
Fertility demanding cereals and vegetables have been raised within the inundation zone. 11anioc， 
bananas， and other commodities， able to be produced on soils oflesser fertility， but rich in carbohydrates， 
have been grown on terrain not subject to flooding. They complement the diet and provide food neecls 
when bottomlands are submerged. In a similar way， the detailecl familiarity of other biotopes， ancl of 
animal and五shbehavior， have enabled the San Jorge inhabitants to harvest their animal protein neecls 
on a sustained basis. Additionall)'ら theseasonal exploitation of floodplain forests for fruit， nut， palm 
heart， and other needs satisfied most of the people's requirements for food，自ber，ancl shelter. Cash needs 
for acquiring the limited items not produced in the community， e.g・， oilラ sugar，salt， and manufactured 
goods were met by disposing surplus commodities from their agricultural五eldsand other biotopes. This 
nutritionally adequate and ecologically stable livelihood system， greatly influenced by aboriginal waysラ
is now undergoing a rapid metamorpho<;is. 
A series of factors external to the area， e.g・， integl‘ation attempts by the natio叫 aneconomic boom 
based on petroleum， increasing demands for regional commodities by the developecl worlcl， ancl the 
di百usionof transport and communication technologies are beginning to effect changes on the ribereno 
livelihood. Signs of change began to be manifested in the 1950's. The fluvial zone inhabitants' involve-
ment in the monetary economy began to increase initially as a result of the cliffusion of outboarcl motors 
that eased the marketing of riparian products. Increased ul七anpopulation and purchasing power as a 
result of oil discoveries in the northwestンselvaserved as adcled incentives for the rur‘al population within 
a 80-kilometer raclius of Iquitos to produce for this city. Other factors like the free port status conferred 
to Iquitos， and the establishment of a regional development organization have been changing the flood-
plain inhabitantsうeconomyinto a market-orientecl one. 
External influences during the last three clecades are already bringing about notable changes to 
riberenos' life and landscape. Environmental changes are beginning to occur. Farming biotope use is 
being simplified as monocultural五elclsincrease. Accelerated natural resource exploitation i<; leacling 
to the clepletion of some floral ancl faunal species. At San J orge， prizecl woocls are already harcl to fincl， 
and the rapicl cutting of aguaje palms are likewise diminishing the once abunclant stancls. IVlany valuable 
fish species have clisappearecl and the ribere白osare now consuming those that were .once consiclerecl 
unclean 01' unhealthy. Fish and animal populations will be further affectecl by the alterations taking 
place on the日oodplainland-water interface. As logging and agricultural activities increase on the 
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tahuampas and 1'estingas bajas， 1'efuges， feeding， and b1'eeding g1'ounds a1'e dec1'eased 01' alte1'ed. Ribω 
ereno cultu1'e isbeing modified in a number of ways. Consumption patterns have been moving toward 
a materially-oriented one and an increasing proportion of goods now consist of manufactured items 
purchased in Iquitos. Community institutions like communal exchanges of labor and food sharing are 
changing alongside socialization and recreation patterns. National， urban-oriented trends are slowly 
displacing local， traditional ones. Much of the changes are the effect of mass communications， easy urban 
access， and governmental institutions like rigid and standardized school and military service. Young-
sters， impatient with the rates of change in the villages are emigrating rapidly toward the city. Despite 
the meager social and economical infrastructures， once in the city， migrants tend to reside there peト
manently. 
From the 1'eview of San J o1'ge， itis possible to point out that the study of t1'aditional floodplain 
subsistence 勾引emsoffe1's important clues for devising economically viable and ecologically stable models 
for floodplain development， especially fo1' family farme1's. 
The 1'ibereno subsistence system is a1'ranged in an integ1'ated fashion， i.e.， the floodplain biotopes 
are seen as pa1't of a system， where individual biotopes contribute one or mo1'e of the inhabitants' needs. 
The combination of biotopes changes spatially within the floodplain， but in each location the 1'iberenos 
are able to satisちTmost of their food a凶 mate1'ialwants. The small surpluses have been destined fo1' 
exchanges of goods unable to be generated in the area. The increasing homogenization of the 1'iparian 
economy is swiftly demising the local systems. Since riparian livelihood va1'ies greatly within the丑ood-
plain，児島ctinglocal microenvironmental differences， itis necessary to document as many as possible 
of these systems before they are changed to mo1'e simple and ecologically less apt ones. Although flood-
plain environments are more 1'esilient than thei1' interfluvial counte1'pa1'ts， the floodplain dynamics， 
especial1y the 1'elationships between human biotope alte1'ations and othe1' life fo1'ms， have to be unde1'-
stood before development activities begin. Another aspect to be taken into account is that of the scale 
of development pr吋ects.The floodplain does not lend well to large， mechanized activities. Each of the 
biotopes are smal1 in a1'eal extent and they occur discontinuously， often sepa1'ated by seve1'al kilomete1's 
in distance. Therefore， the 1'iverine zone is suited to accomodate family farmers， each managing a num司
ber of biotopes and producing a var‘iety of goods for home as well as [or the market. 
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Footnotes 
1) Riberei.os assure that high floocls have become common in 陀 centyears. San Jorge， Pueblo Libre， and Tapira 
Grande residents describe that until about 15 years ago， most of the restingas bajas along the Amazon were 
lined with dense stands of plantains， citrus， and fruit trees like breadfruit， tateriba， and mamり・ Theseplants can 
no longer be cultivated because of frequent high floods. Fo1' a1'gumeロtscont1'a1'y to such testimonies see Nordin， 
C.F. and R.H. Meade (1982). 
2) Fo1' a description of similar・p1'acticesin the Itacoatia1'a a1'ea of the Brazilian Amazon see Smith (1981， pp. 
87-94). 
3) Peque teque 1'efe1's to an air cooled engine used fo1' p1'opelling small waterc1'afts in the Pe1'uvian Amazon. These 
gaso1ine engines develop between 2.0 and 16 ho1'se power. A p1'opel1er is mounted at the end of a 2.0 to 2.5 
mete1'-Iong shaft， encased in a steel tube， and connected to the main engine shaft. The low cost (US$200.00-
500.00)， 10w maintenance expenses， and reliabi1ity of the peque peque a1'e cited as main advantages of the con-
traption. By means of a 10ng hand1e attached to the engine p1ate， the shaft can be moved both ho1'izontally and 
ve1'tically with 1'e1ative ease. Mounted on a smal1 boat or dugout， the engine enab1es navigation in shal10w and 
vegetation debris-covered channels. The ve1'sati1ity and the 10w cost have made the peque peques the most pop-
ular navigation equipment in the 1'iparian zone. 
4) Fo1' administrative purposes， each caserIo is 1'ep1'esented by an e1ected 0伍cia1called teniente gobernador. Once 
app1'oved by the depa1'tmental prefect， the individua1 becomes responsib1e fo1' maintaining 1aw and orde1' with岨
in the community. He is a1so 1'esponsib1e fo1' carrying out orders transmitted by other 0伍ιia1sin the admin四
istrative hierarchy. 
